
ITEMS TO PACK FOR CAMPOUT   June 3rd-5th 2016 

 

 

Bedroll components: 

 

___Sleeping Bag (rated to at least 30 degrees for girls sleeping in tents) 

___Small Pillow (a Pillow Pet works well) 

___Small Blanket  

___Flannel lined tablecloth/Plastic shower curtain (to cover mattress & bedroll) DO NOT GET 

A SHOWER CURTAIN AT DOLLAR STORE...THEY ARE THIN AND RIP!   

___Rope, 12-14 feet (Used to tie up bedroll); NO plastic or vinyl rope, nylon works well  

___Modest Pajamas (no nightgowns) 

___Stuffed animal (small)  **Optional** 

 

Duffel Bag components (no suitcases): 

 

___Toiletries:  please put in baggies labeled with name as they will be kept in the kitchen 

shelter overnight to prevent animals from getting into them.  Yes, they love toothpaste!  

1. ___Bug spray & Sunscreen   

2. ___Toothbrush/ toothpaste/lip balm 

3. ___Face soap, small washcloth, small towel   

4. ___Deodorant 

___Book for reading (small) 

___Brush/ comb 

___Hair ties (to tie back hair around campfire) 

___Necessary medications (give to leaders); medicine inside baggie labeled with name, only 

quantity needed, in original packaging, with specific directions written out for your child) 

 

Clothes: 2-3 sets depending on how many nights staying;   

One night = 2 sets;  two nights = 3 sets.   This allows one extra set of clothes if needed.  Pack 

everything in plastic Ziploc bags to keep dry from rain or nighttime moisture.  Remember to 

dress in layers and pack according to weather.    

1. ___Pants and/(or shorts if 80 degrees or warmer) 

2. ___Shirts 

3. ___Underwear  

4. ___Socks (1-2 extra pairs) 

 

___ Old sneakers/ boots—1-2 pairs.  Girls must have close toed shoes.  No flip flops or sandals.  

Pack a few Wegmans plastic bags so they can put muddy/wet shoes in bags before going into 

their duffel bags.)  Leaders may want girls to bring flip flops to wear home in the car....(this 

keeps mud out of cars!) 

___Sweatshirt/ zippered sweat jacket 

 



___Raincoat/poncho... (A cheap plastic poncho works well....it's small, packable, and the girls can 

use them to sit on ground.) 

___Hat 

___2-3 bandanas (for hand drying) 

___Sit-upon (for those that have one) 

___Water bottle (re-usable)  **MUST HAVE!** 

___Flashlight (headlamps work well!)  Fresh batteries or send extra batteries. 

___(No mess kit...we will be eating in the dining hall) 

___SWAPS! 

 

Daypack bag components (small backpack) 

The girls will be using a light backpack during the day to carry their water bottle, poncho, 

sweatshirt, sit-upon, extra shoes, shorts, socks, SWAPS, etc.  Basically anything that they need 

for the day they will carry in their daypack bag.  

 

Also, please remind your daughters that the leaders will NOT be “pack mules” for the girls....we 

will already be carrying our own things and supplies!   

 

NO Suitcases!  Please pack items in a Duffel Bag.  The girls will need to carry their gear from 

the cars to where they'll be sleeping.  Camp has dirt paths, suitcases with wheels do not roll 

well.  It could be a long walking distance, pack light and only what they need. 

 

NO ELECTRONICS! 

 

NO Scented lotions or aerosols. 

 

 

Finally, some reminders and hints for leaders:   

1. Keep with you at all times health forms and emergency contact info for both girls AND 

adults. 

2. Small troop first aid kit. 

3. The A-frame tents, cabins and lodges need to be swept before leaving.  Each troop should 

bring a broom.  We expect each unit to have at least one broom, but having more will help 

speed up the cleaning process upon checkout. 

4. For troops that are staying only Friday night, once you move your duffel bags and 

bedrolls to the car Saturday morning, you will NOT have easy access to them again until 

Saturday night.  We have a busy schedule during the day and the gear will be locked in 

your cars in the parking lot.  Please instruct your girls to bring whatever they need for 

the day in their daypack bags.   


